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Advancer Enterprises Research and
development

Always working to develop additional products and services to improve the human condition, Advancer
Enterprises has the following under development. All are in various states of completion or abandoned.

Cybernetics Research

Defensive Nanite System - a subdermal layer of nanites and a non-newtonian fluid that hardens
when a charge is applied, which the nanites do in response to damage.
Neural Reaction Booster - an enhancement to the body's nervous system that boosts its reflexes to
a massive degree, but causes a build up of neural 'static' that limits operational time.
Wetware Plate - wetware defensive plates implanted underneath the skin to protect the user from
damage
Wetware Propulsion - Implanted inertial control technology
Limiter - special system that shuts off the body and mind's mental limiters meant to prevent
damage. Allows the user to call on more of their physical capabilities but damages the body in the
process.
Contraceptive Implant
Long Term Medical Implant clone
anti-parasite implant
Nanocomposite Blade

Quality of Life

Rejuvenation - A medical treatment that reduces the physical age of the user to their equivalent of
18, or whichever they wish.
Megumi Mobility Skin - A specially developed skintight suit, intended to be worn under Power Armor
or unpowered armor or space suits. Combines an all over layer of nanomuscle to boost strength to
levels approaching that of a Person in Power Armor with various life support functionalities such as
waste recycling.
Zhenren Children: “While the Zhenren Upgrade Package is the first step to elevating humanity to
pull its own weight, we must find a way to sustain it with children with capable of the same with
minimum augmentations.” Ito Linyu, Advancer Enterprises Researcher

Pharma

Anti-Kaserine Vaccine
Advancer Pharmaceuticals
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Biotechnology

synthetic_blod (highly oxygenated to allow liquid breathing/transport more oxygen for individuals)
nanite_fluid thicker wannabe neko blood
cyto_nanites (oxygen producing nanites similar to cytobacteria)

OOC Notes

Demibear created this article on 2022/09/10 08:38.
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